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traditional techniques • a vibrant community

Summer Camp Supply List 2020 
 
1. For Monday- Thursday 

 A. Drawing supplies: 
2 HB Pencils, 1 B2 pencil

2 kneaded erasers

1 large 18’ x 24’ Drawing Board with Clips (this is to hold the paper and is optional - the

student can also use drawing Boards provided by school)

1 roll of artists tape (any neutral color is fine)

Portable Metal Pencil Sharpener

11’ x 14’ Strathmore 400 Series sketch pad (any decent brand will do)


B. Watercolor: 

Mix Media Paper - Strathmore 400 Series Mix Media Paper (11x14”) (any decent brand will do)

or 

Watercolor Paper- (any good brand will do, but

make sure paper is at least 300 GSM thick). 
Bristol paper also makes a nice substitute if these two options are unavailable. 


Watercolors - A basic Watercolor kit and brushes

Good brands are Yarka, Winsor & Newton, Reeves - you can get student grade but try

to avoid the very lowest kid’s grade 

These color come in 2 Formats:

You can buy a basic watercolor set with the paints in ‘pans’

OR 
Individual tubes of watercolor can be purchased -

Yellow Ochre

Burnt Sienna

Alizarin crimson
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Indian Yellow

Ultramarine Blue

Black


Brushes (synthetic sable may be substituted if cost is a factor). Just get what you can, and the 
child can improvise a bit if you don't have everything:


Kolinsky Red Sable Brushes: Round sizes - 2, 4, 6, 10, Flat sizes # 4, 6, 10


2 large plastic containers (about the size of canned goods) to hold water to clean brushes in, 
and to store them in while painting


Roll of Paper Towels (any brand will do).


A ruler


Scissors


A cloth rag


2.  For Fridays- Digital Procreate Class: 

Phone version- Please download the app for the iPhone and make sure you have the latest 
version.


Tablet version -For an iPad please make sure you have downloaded the latest version of 
Procreate ($9.99) and have a suitable stylus for you tablet. 


 Apple products only.  If you do not have Apple products, we can schedule another activity for 
you child that day. 


 
Online Art Stores:  

https://www.jerrysartarama.com/

https://www.dickblick.com/
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